**Summer 2016 Reading Logs List**

1. *Forgotten Room* by Karen White, Beatriz Williams, and Lauren Willig
2. *Last Bus to Wisdom* by Ivan Doig
3. *Island House* by Nancy Thayer
4. *Daring Greatly* by Brené Brown
5. *A Sacred Voice is Calling* by John Neafsey
6. *Let Your Life Speak* by Parker Palmer
7. *The Enemy Inside* by Steve Martini
8. *All Things Cease to Appear* by Elizabeth Brundage
9. *Defending Jacob* by William Landay
10. *One Summer America* by Bill Brice
11. *Circling the Sun* by Paula McLain
12. *How Successful People Think* by John C. Maxwell
14. *The Assistants* by Camille Perri
15. *The After Party* by Anton Discalfani
16. *Crush* by Cathy Alter and Dave Singleton
17. *Searching for Grace Kelly* by Michael Callahan
18. *Girl Through Glass* by Sari Wilson
19. *A handful of Stars* by Cynthia Lord
20. *A Man Called Ove* by Fredrick Backman
21. *When Friendship Follows You Home*
22. *Lucky Us* by Amy Bloom
23. *End of Watch* by Stephen King
24. *The Shining* by Stephen King
25. *Finding Fraser* by K.C. Dyer
26. *Saving Grace* by Jane Green
27. *How the States got Their Shapes* by Mark Stein
28. *Shine Shine Shine* by Lydia Netzer
29. *Dad is Fat* by Jim Gaffigan
30. *At Risk* by Alice Hoffman
31. *The Magic Circle* by Katherine Neville
32. *Windfallen* by Jojo Moyes
33. *Sister Queens* by Julia Fox
34. *First Women* by Kate Anderson Brower
35. *The Descendants* by Kaui Hart Hemmings
36. *Going Bovine* by Libba Bray
37. *I will Bring Rain* by Rae Meadows
38. *The Apartment* by Danielle Steele
39. Versions of Us by Laura Barnett
40. Career of Evil by J.K Rowling and Robert Galloraith
41. Outlander by Diana Gabaldon
42. Dragonfly in Amber by Diana Gabaldon
43. The Island House by Nancy Thayer
44. Look at You Now by Liz Pryor
45. 13 Little Blue Envelopes by Maureen Johnson
46. A Few of the Girls by Maeve Binchy
47. The Arm by Jeff Passan
48. A World Away by Nancy Grossman
49. The Weekenders by Mary Kay Andrews
50. First Comes Love by Emily Griffin
51. Rediscovering Jesus by Matthew Kelly
52. Opening Belle by Maureen Sherry
53. Bossy Pants by Tina Fey
54. Redefining Realness by Janet Mock
55. I Will Send Rain by Rae Meadows
56. Another One Goes Tonight by Peter Lovesey
57. Circling the Sun by Paula McLain
58. Harry Potter and the Goblet of fire by J. K. Rowling
59. Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix by J. K. Rowling
60. Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Price by J. K. Rowling
61. Doctor Sleep by Stephen King
62. Thunderstruck by Eric Larsen
63. The Pursuit by Janet Evanovich and Lee Goldberg
64. Lipstick Jihad by Azadeh Moaveni
65. Minimalism: Live a Meaningful Life by Joshua Fields Millburn and Ryan Nicodemus
66. My Fairytale Wedding by Desiree Hartsock
67. White Like Me by Tim Wise
68. Love, Los, and What We Ate by Padma Lakshmi
69. Every Step You Take: A Memoir by Jock Soto
70. The Paris Wife by Paula McLain
71. The Sun Also Rises by Ernest Hemingway
72. The Moveable Feast by Ernest Hemingway
73. The Sandman by Neil Gaiman and Yoshitaka Ameno
74. Chopsticks by Jessica Anthony
75. The Ocean at the End of the Lane by Neil Gaiman
76. The Almost Moon by Alice Sebold
77. Changing My Mind by Zadie Smith
78. Their Eyes were Watching God by Zora Neale Hurston
79. Son of Neptune by R. Riordan
80. Mark of Athena by R. Riordan
81. *The House of Hades* by R. Riordan
82. *Fever* by Mary Beth Keane
83. *H is for Hawk* by Helen MacDonald
84. *The Stoned Life of A.J. Fikry* by Gabrielle Zevin
85. *Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone* by J. K. Rowling
86. *Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets* by J. K. Rowling
87. *Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban* by J. K. Rowling
88. *The Whistling Season* by Ivan Doig
89. *The One-in-a-Million Boy* by Monica Wood
90. *Everybody’s Fool* by Richard Russo
91. *Me Before You* by Jojo Moyes
92. *A Study In Charlotte* by Brittany Cavallaro
93. *You Know Me Well* by David Levithan
94. *Percy Jackson and the Battle of the Labyrinth* by R. Riordan
95. *Percy Jackson and the last Olympian* by R. Riordan
96. *Percy Jackson and the Lost Hero* by R. Riordan
97. *Mayo Clinic-History and Policies* by Donald Hensrud
98. *The Hobbit* by J. R. R. Tolkien
99. *It’s Your Time* by Joel Osteen
100. *Crazy Rich Asians* by Kevin Kwan
101. *Hate List* by Jennifer Brown
102. *I’m Glad About You* by Theresa Rebeck
103. *Where She Went* by Gayle Forman
104. *The Rosie Project* by Graeme Simsion
105. *Moneyball* by Michael Lewis
106. *Last Bus to Wisdom* by Ivan Doig
107. *The Summer Before the War: A Novel* by Helen Simonson
108. *The End of Average: How We Succeed in a World that Values Sameness* by Todd Rose
109. *An Abundance of Katherine* by John Green
110. *Foundation* by Isaac Asimov
111. *The Interruption of Everything* by Terry McMillan
112. *Handle with Care* by Jodi Picoult
113. *Angry Optimist: The Life and Times of Jon Stewart* by Lisa Rogak
114. *Little Women* by Louisa May Alcott
115. *A Visit from the Goon Squad* by Jennifer Egan
117. *Fangirl* by Rainbow Rowell
118. *Me Before You* by Jojo Moyes
119. *After You* by Jojo Moyes
120. *The Assistants* by Camile Perri
121. *Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows* by J. K. Rowling
122. *Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks* by Rebecca Skloot
123. Northanger Abbey by Jane Austen
124. Percy Jackson and the Lightning Thief by R. Riordan
125. Percy Jackson and the Sea of Monsters by R. Riordan
126. Percy Jackson and the Titans Curse by R. Riordan
127. The Women in White by Wilkie Collins
128. I am Malala by Malala Yousafzai
129. The Last Lecture by Randy Pausch
130. Blood of Olympus by R. Riordan
131. The Aidden Oracle by R. Riordan
132. Fun Home by Alison Bechdel
133. Misconduct by Penelope Douglas
134. Ugly Ways by Tina Ansia
135. Total Package by Stephanie Evanovich
136. Bad Feminist: Essays by Roxane Gay
137. The Book of Unknown Americans by Cristina Henriquez
138. The Pale King by David Wallace
139. Beyond Chocolate: Understanding Swiss Culture by Margaret Oertig-Davidson
140. Fashion and Museums: Theory and Practice by Marie Riegels Melchior
141. Turning the World Upside Down: Search for Global Health in the 21st Century by Nigel Crisp
142. The Dress Detective: A Practical Guide to Object Based Research in Fashion by Ingrid Mida
143. Devil and the Bluebird by Jennifer Mason
144. The View From the Cheap Seats by Neil Gaiman
145. Understanding Fashion History by Valerie Cumming
146. The Sweetness at the Bottom of the Pie by Alan Bradley
147. Hamilton: The Revolution by Lin Manuel Miranda
148. Harry Potter and the Cursed Child by J. K. Rowling
149. Go Set a Watchman by Harper Lee
150. Hitler’s First Victims by Timothy Ryback
151. Good With God by Greg Epstein
152. The Outliers by Malcom Gladwell
153. Hidden Brain by Shankar Vedantam
154. Magician’s Land by Lev Grossman
155. A Man’s World by Martin Jensen
156. Ethnotheatre by Johnny Saldana
157. Book of Mormon Girl by Joanna Brooks
158. Lilac Girls: A Novel by Martha Hall Kelly
159. A Place at Table by Susan Rebecca White
160. Americanah by Chimamanda Adichie
161. Excellent Lombards by Jane Hamilton
162. Homegoing by Yaa Gyusi
163. Relish: My Life in the Kitchen by Lacy Knisley
164. Hyperbole and a Half by Allie Brosh
165. Interview with a Vampire by Anne Rice
166. The Help by Kathryn Stockett
167. The Devil Wears Prada by Lauren Weisberger
168. A Raisin in the Sun by Lorraine Hansberry
169. Harry Potter and the Cursed Child by J. K. Rowling
170. Letters Home by Sylvia Plath
171. The Bell Jar by Sylvia Plath
172. Miss Peregrine’s Home for the Peculiar Children by Ransom Riggs
173. C.O.W.L. vol. 1 Principles of Power by Kyle Higgins
174. Hollow City by Ransom Riggs
175. Loving Amy by Janis Winehouse
176. The Best American Comics 2015 by Jonathon Lethem
177. Library of Souls by Ransom Riggs